
Cumbria, occupying the north-western corner of England, was created in 1974 by
amalgamating Cumberland, Westmorland, Lancashire north of the sands and a small
area of the West Riding of Yorkshire. A predominantly rural area, its landscapes
include the high fells and deep valleys of the Lake District, the North Pennines, the
fertile Eden Valley and Solway Plain, as well as the wooded peninsula of Furness.
Although crossed by a few major roads and served by ports such as Whitehaven, it
remained largely insular and self-sufficient up to the arrival of the railways in the 1840s.
Socially, there were a number of major long-established noble and gentry families, but
the land was largely worked by a class of yeoman farmers known as ‘statesmen’, as
well as numerous cottagers. After the Union of the Crowns in 1603, the region began
to flourish, developing distinctive vernacular traditions in its customs, houses and
furniture.

When set in its national context, Cumbria’s post-medieval oak furniture is of
particular interest for a number of reasons. It survives in large numbers in the form of
benches, boxes, chairs, presses, cradles, cupboards, desks and tables, many bearing
their date and the initials of their original owners. Since many cupboards and ‘lockers’
in particular were made as fixtures and remain in situ (though some have been re-
located) they provide unique evidence from which to plot the localised characteristics
of their construction and carved detail. Executed with a limited range of gouges, the
decoration found on Cumbrian furniture features a series of motifs that enable
examples to be confidently attributed to the region long after they have lost their
original provenances. These attributes make it particularly suitable for detailed study,
for they should eventually make it possible to identify the products of individual
craftsmen or workshops and the chronological development of their designs and
techniques. As an initial contribution to these long-term aims, this paper uses a wide
variety of contemporary sources to set the furniture into its social context, tracing
where and how it was made and then used in Cumbrian homes. It should be stressed,
however, that a vast amount of survey and archival work still remains to be done
before a full understanding of this uniquely rich heritage of oak furniture can be
achieved.

The county’s distinctive ways of life, housing and furniture first attracted the
attention of visitors in the seventeenth century. In 1698 Celia Fiennes mistook the
drystone-walled, slate roofed ‘sad little huts’ around Ambleside, as ‘houses or barns
to fodder cattle in, not thinking them to be dwelling houses’.1 James Clark’s Survey
of the Lakes (1787) gave further details of typical local ‘statesman’ or yeoman houses.
To one side of their cross-passages lay a back kitchen or ‘downhouse’ for brewing,
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2 a social History of oak furniture in cumbria

1 The combination of John Gough’s 1812 description of the interior of a small Westmorland
farmhouse with measured drawings of a surviving example enable a typical arrangement of

furniture to be accurately reconstructed. It comprises (top) the firehouse to the left, the
bower or parlour with its bed, right, with the downhouse/dairy behind it and the sleeping
loft above. The firehouse interior (bottom) shows the hearth with its locker, hollow chair,

sconce set against the hallan, and long-settle. All images © the author
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baking etc., and to the other a front kitchen/living room called ‘the house’ or ‘firehouse’
entered by a short fireside passage known as a heck, hallan, mill-doors, or ‘space
between the doors’. Beyond lay the master and mistress’s bedroom or parlour, here
known by ‘its genuine English name of the Bower’ (Figure 1).2 In 1800 John Housman
confirmed that the houses of the ‘common people’ had just two rooms, a kitchen where
the family sat, ate, and did all their household work, and a parlour where ‘they sleep
and sometimes keep their milk, butter and cheese’.3 From the 1780s more up-to-date
designs were adopted for farmhouses, their new symmetrical double-pile plans having
a large kitchen and parlour flanking the central front door with a smaller downhouse
or back kitchen and back door, a staircase (to the bedrooms) and a dairy along the
back wall. Such houses appeared sporadically throughout the county, as at Langhorne
House, Ouseby, and High Snabb Farm, Newlands. However, they were more common
in the western valleys such as Wasdale.4

The first published description of the furniture used in these traditional houses
appeared in an article in the Kendal Chronicle of 1812 (Figures 2a, b and c). Written
by John Gough, and re-published as Manners and Customs of Westmorland in 1827,
it told of earthen or pebble-paved living rooms furnished with:

[chairs] actually made of the trunks of hollow trees, in which the carpenter completed what
time had begun, [a table] which was from four to seven yards long; it rested upon four or
six posts. two forms or benches, upon which the family and their guests were seated at meal
times. The want of light chairs made it necessary to furnish the corner of the chimney with
two benches, each of them being sufficient to afford seats for four or five persons.

Meanwhile, up in the loft:

the children and servants lodged, without the least distinction of rank or attention to
decorum, except that the men occupied one end of the place and left the other to the women.
A rope was stretched across this nocturnal receptacle of the family, upon which coats,
gowns, and other articles of apparel, both male and female, hung promiscuously… a tub
stood in that part of the loft occupied by the men, for private uses.5

His account of the form and construction of traditional vernacular houses and their
contents was confirmed and extended ten years later in The Lonsdale Magazine.6 Just
within the ‘house’ (or ‘firehouse’) a cross passage led to the downhouse door into the
‘hallan’, a short entry separated from the open fireplace by a ‘hallan’ screen-wall of
masonry or wood. A ‘sconce’, a bench fixed against the inner face of the hallan, was
covered with either a cushion or a sheepskin ready for those who sat facing across the
hearth. Every evening the ‘eldin’ or kindling for the fire was left here to dry out for
use on the following morning.7 In some houses the sconce might be freestanding, so
that it could be set directly before the fire. Opposite the sconce, partly within the
fireplace, stood a six-foot long-settle with a carved back and seat made as a chest with
two or three divisions to hold bundles of thread and remnants of cloth for household
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2 Clarke (1787).
3 Housman (1800), p. 56.
4 For a typical house plan see Denyer (1991).
5 Gough (1847), pp. 12–17.
6 Briggs (1822), pp. 251, 288–91.
7 For ‘hallan’, ‘sconce’ and ‘eldin’ see Wright (1923).
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use. Both Bibles and New Testaments were often kept on one end of either the settle
or the sconce or on the sill of the fire-window. The master’s chair faced directly into
the fireplace, usually being a ‘joyner chair’ constructed in oak, upright, narrow, with
high arms and a carved back. Alternatively, it might be an ‘old hollow armchair with

4 a social History of oak furniture in cumbria

2 A cottage in the Eden Valley c. 1850 shows a stone sconce and wooden hallan to the right.
The interior of a cottage at Ambleside (top right) has a buffet-stool in place of a sconce to

the left, and a typical locker to the right. Glencoyne Farm, Patterdale (below) shows its
hallan, sconce and lockers, as well as its ‘joiner-chair’ and table, still in place around 1903
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drawers on the side’ made from a hollow tree. The remaining seat furniture comprised
benches at each side of the table, some being set against the wall beneath the long
window, and a number of three-legged stools.

There was only a single long oak table, where ‘the richer sort have pewter, [the]
middling and poor have wood trenchers’8 This stood end-on to the hearth, close to
the window in order to benefit from the light. Against the wall opposite the hearth
stood:

a large oak closet [cupboard], on which was carved the owner’s name, the year in which it
was made, and endless scrawls [scrolls], crowns, and other curious devices.

These ‘oak closets’, which we now call press-cupboards, were then called bread
cupboards, since they were used for the storage of oatcakes and other dry eatables.
Chests with carved fronts similarly stored oatmeal, dried meat and clothes. The
masters’ bed lay in the adjacent bower, leaving the servants and children to sleep
upstairs, males at one end and females at the other. Exactly the same information was
plagiarised in T. Rose’s Westmorland, Cumberland, Durham and Northumberland
Illustrated (1832) and J. Murray’s Handbook to Westmorland, Cumberland & the
Lakes (1869).

An unexpectedly useful list of further furniture to be found in a traditional
Westmorland home comes from Cowper House, Orton, which in 1849 began to be
haunted by the ‘Orton Boggle’. Ghosts or hobgoblins such as this were reportedly seen
in Cumbria, either with two heads or white with neither head nor neck, causing terror
when they appeared after dark. At Cowper House, however, the local boggle took the
form of a poltergeist, causing furniture to run amok around the house:

The snap-teabels clanked off in Westmorland whornpipe …
An’ t’ coppy stuil jump leyke a cat up the stairs …
The caff [chaff] beds com roullin’ down stairs all together,
An’ t’ awt carved yek [oak] wardrobe fell flat on the fluir;
Young Jwhon’s hairy trunk flew reet into the diary
And aw the milk vessels bang’d out at the duir.9

Some traditional households continued to arrange the same group of settle, chairs,
forms, tables and cupboards in the same way well into the twentieth century. This is
clearly confirmed in books such as S. H. Scott’s description of Low House, Troutbeck,
in A Westmorland Village (1904), and J. H. Palmer’s Historic Farmhouses in and
around Westmorland (1945).10

Most of the furniture found in the older Cumbrian homes had been made locally in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It is of outstanding national interest since so
many pieces bear the date at which they were made and the initials of those who
commissioned them, usually those of the husband and wife separated by the elevated
initial of their surname. They also incorporate an extremely diverse range of construc -
tional designs and carved motifs, the widespread use of the V-gouge from 1614, if not
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8 Rose (1832), p. 144.
9 Hardy (1892), pp. 225–6; Wright (1923), i, p. 327.

10 Scott (1904), pp. 3–10; Palmer (1945), pp. 27, 59, 96, 107.
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earlier, enabling great freedom of expression. Such features should make it possible
to identify the individual workshops in which they were made, and the dates during
which particular designs were in fashion. A further unusual aspect of Cumbrian
furniture is that much of it can be soundly provenanced to its original location, either
because it was built-in as a fixture, or that its date and initials may be checked against
those recorded in a variety of antiquarian sources, such as S. H. Scott’s list of furniture
in Troutbeck, or the Royal Commission on Historical Monuments’ survey of West -
mor land in 1936.11

One of the few pieces that can be reasonably attributed to its maker is a cupboard
built into High Oxendale Farm, Coniston. The initials and date ‘NT Fect AD 1673’
on its frieze probably refer to Nicholas Turner, who was then working in Coniston.12

The furniture made by Thomas Preston (1673–1700), a joiner working at Kirkland,
Kendal, remains unidentified, but his will, dated 11th February 1700, provides invalu -
able evidence for his working practices. His tools and materials comprised:

saws and axes etc.                                                    12s. 6d.
wimbles [augurs] and turning tools                         6s.
throw [lathe] and wheel [to power it]                      6s.
carving tools and braces                                            5s.
rasps and compasses                                                  3s.
screw [vice or wrench] and a square                      12s. 6d.
grindstone and frame                                               10s.
mountains and wheel nails                                      10s.
a little nest of drawers, colours and brushes           3s. 6d.
2 ladders                                                                      2s. 6d.
a large quantity of wood                                         —  —
                                                                                 ———–
                                                                             £3  11    0d. 

He had used these to produce both his ‘Goods made’ and those partially made:

1 cupboard                                                                18s.
1 chest                                                                       10s.
2 chests & 1 cradle                                             £1    5s. 6d.
shuttles and chest                                                     15s.
boxwood and table posts [legs]                              10s.
chair frames and planks                                    £2  10s.
6 chairs                                                                £3
table and old wood                                                  15s.
rails, £1 5s. and £3 10s.                                      £4  15s.
a clock                                                                 £5
a clock case                                                         £1
gilded balls [for clocks?]                                            2s. 6d.
                                                                                 ——–—
                                                                           £21    1s. 0d.13

6 a social History of oak furniture in cumbria

11 Scott (1904); RCHM (1936).
12 Denyer (1991), p. 41.
13 Somervell (1928), pp. 10–12.
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The furniture itemised in this inventory — cupboards, chests, cradles, tables, chairs
and clock cases, comprised the bulk of the local output, the rest including ‘Bible’ boxes,
standing desks, clothes presses and a variety of church furnishings.

Today all pieces are found with their exposed surfaces highly polished with
beeswax, but this was not always the case. In preparation for a celebration at the Low
Bridge Inn in Kentmere in 1821:

The kitchen chairs were neatly polished with blacklead and buttermilk to shining black –
the end wall by the fire was whitened with lime — the floor of blue flags was well washed
and rubbed with stone till it looked like blue and white marble — the tables and the old-
fashioned bread cupboard were well washed and then rubbed with sweet fern.14

Similarly the tops of the ‘skemmels’ or table-side forms were always ‘scrubbed lilly
white’, as were the table-tops.15 The use of black lead as a polishing medium initially
appears impractical due to its tendency to rub off onto clothing or cushions. Its source
was the Borrowdale black lead mine at Seathwaite, where the ‘wad’, ‘plumbago’ or
‘black cawke’ was excavated from around 1550 through to the late 1830s. It is insol -
uble, but can be mixed with a little buttermilk or skim-milk to form a thick paste
(which thickens if left overnight for the liquid to evaporate). When applied to the
surface of the wood, left to dry and then buffed up, it gives a bright, if greyish, polish.
The casein in the milk acts as an effective binder, so that it does not rub off.

tHe antiques  trade

Around 1800 Old Willy Bank was able to buy cupboards around Keswick for about
3s. – 4s. each, for at this date they were solely valued for their practical role in everyday
households.16 Within the next decades this situation changed due to the rise of the
antiques trade, with its demand for ‘old oak’, of which Cumbria had a huge supply,
since it had been in continuous production from around 1600 to 1750. Thomas de
Quincey believed that the dealers first arrived in the mid-1830s, from which time he
had seen ‘so many sales of furniture, the most expensive [pieces] have made this par -
ticu lar article almost a drug in the county’.17 At this time the two-hundred-and-fifty-
mile journey to the showrooms of London’s Wardour Street had to be undertaken by
turnpike road or a long sea voyage. However, the opening of the Lancaster and Carlisle
railway in 1846, with its extensions to Windermere, Barrow-in-Furness, Keswick and
the towns along the western coast over the following years, greatly boosted the trade.
Metropolitan dealers now only took a matter of hours to reach Cumbria, attend house-
sales, and consign their purchases to the goods-wagons for rapid transport back to
London.

Harriet Martineau attended a farm sale at Troutbeck shortly after the railways had
opened, and recorded her particularly perceptive view of its proceedings:

I see the old man with his downcast face, and the old wife with her apron often at her eyes.
Their children should have removed them yesterday. But they would not go, I am told, and
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14 Briggs (Nov. 1821).
15 Penrith Observer, 1 March 1904.
16 Hudson (1991), p. 115.
17 De Quincey (1828), p. 252
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they boast of their children’s doings in the great towns, as they fill the jugs of beer on yonder
table, and set on another bottle of whisky. How the auctioneer walks to and fro, to collect
the bids, restless as a bird in a cage, rather than majestic as a southern auctioneer in a pulpit.
There-goes the old carved chair — the straight, highbacked black chair, so curiously carved,
with its date, 1607, half disguised among the old vine pattern! It is bought in at once, evi -
dently by some moneyed person — probably some London gentleman, or West End cabinet
maker; for these old carved chairs are the fashion in London now, and agents go through
the dales to buy them up. Ah! Now the old cabinet is going; and this, at last, is too much for
the humbled owner. Why, even I cannot bear it … and we go home.18

Over the next sixty years this trade continued, S. H. Scott lamenting its effects on
Troutbeck in 1904:

Unfortunately a good deal of old oak has left the village within the last few years in
consequence of the dictates of fashion … by those who have no real taste or appreciation of
the merits of such things, but who are willing to pay extravagant prices for old furniture.
The result is that its enormously increased value tempts the owners to sell the oak out of
the old farmhouses.19

Even so, he was still able to list twenty-one pieces still in place here dating from 1634
to 1723 and identify many of their original owners from their initials (see Appendix).
Further sales, including making built-in pieces freestanding for the saleroom, have
continued up to recent times.

Perhaps because so much Cumbrian furniture had lost its original provenance in
the middle of the nineteenth century, its regional identity ceased to be recognised. A
fine cupboard inscribed TMD 1650 and featuring typical Cumbrian carved decoration
was given no attribution in Cescinsky and Gribble’s English Furniture & Woodwork
(1921), only being described as the property of C. H. F. Kinderman.20 Within the
county, interest in the pieces still in situ was taken by the Royal Commission on
Historical Monuments, its survey of Westmorland published in 1936 listing some 250
cupboards, as well as illustrating a number of representative examples. Similarly
J. H. Palmer’s Historic Farmhouses in and Around Westmorland (1944) described and
photographed the interiors of sixty properties with their cupboards, tables etc., some
also appearing in O. Cook and E. Smith’s English Cottages and Farmhouses (1954).21

The most important and influential survey of Cumbrian furniture was undertaken
by Anthony Wells-Cole of Leeds City Art Galleries in the early 1970s. The catalogue
issued in connection with his exhibition at Temple Newsam House in 1973 drew
together the historical evidence he had gathered and included photographs of mainly
provenanced examples from both public and private collections.22 Anthony’s informa -
tion enabled Victor Chinnery to publish sections on Cumbrian furniture in his highly
influential Oak Furniture, The British Tradition of 1979, again illustrating typical
examples.23 As a result, Sotheby’s, Christie’s and major regional auction houses have

8 a social History of oak furniture in cumbria

18 Martineau (2000), p. 79.
19 Scott (1904), p. 211.
20 Cescinsky & Gribble (1922), ii, p. 71, pl. 101.
21 Cook & Smith (1954), pp. 158, 167, 173.
22 Wells-Cole (1973).
23 Chinnery (1979), pp. 486–93.
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been enabled to identify Cumbrian pieces passing through their hands. Their catalogue
entries comprise a valuable source of information, especially when particularly rare
and significant items, or those with a sound provenance, are to be sold.

As should be expected, the pages of Regional Furniture have included a number of
pioneering studies of Cumbrian furniture.24 Despite these contributions, the study of
Cumbria’s characteristic regional oak furniture of the seventeenth and early to mid-
eighteenth centuries still remains in its infancy, particularly with regard to identifying
the output of individual workshops. The purpose of the present paper is to draw
together a variety of historical sources to put the furniture into its social context within
the county. This is best accomplished by studying its individual products and their
usage in the home, and commences with its fixtures.

catmalisons

Salted bacon, ham and mutton comprised a major part of the Cumbrian diet, the
brined joints having to be hung up in a separate, well-ventilated space within or before
the firehouse chimney to dry out and be stored ready for use. In some farmhouses the
ceiling in front of the hearth-beam was raised up as a box extending almost three feet
into the loft above, its underside having a number of iron hooks from which to hang
the joints. As Adam Sedgwick described in his Memorial of Cowgill Chapel (1868),
this feature was ‘called the Cat-malison (the cat’s curse), because from its position it
was secure from poor grimalkin’s paw’.25

Joist-sHelves

Photographs of Lake District interiors frequently show broad planks fitted a few inches
below the ceiling-joists to provide secure storage for cheeses, canisters, boxes, &c.

lockers

Since the masonry of the fireplace wall was always dry, supervised, and located where
all manner of ingredients and utensils were in constant demand, cupboards with
lockable wooden doors were built into it, usually a few feet above the hearth, and to
one side. Some have plain framed doors, while others are carved with regional designs
and dates usually between c. 1660 and the 1720s. Examples ave been published as ‘spice
cupboards’ or ‘salt cupboards’, both terms being totally modern and misleading.26 As
the Lonsdale Magazine stated in 1822, in the fireplace wall, close to the small fire-
window, was ‘a small cupboard called the locker, where dry articles were kept’.27

S. H. Scott described a locker at Troutbeck which had its interior divided by a hori -
zontal shelf, a pair of handsomely carved doors and the frame initialled GBE 1683 for
George and Elizabeth Birkett. It was later transferred to a house near Bowness,
demonstrating the dangers of attributing fixtures to their present locations.28
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24 Stuart (1996); Bucknole (2004); Woodcock (2010); Wood (2014).
25 Sedgwick (1868); Wright (1923), p. 41; Atkinson (1869), p. 72.
26 RCHM pl. 36; Palmer (1944), pp. 9, 32, 64, 80, 82-3, 84, 112–13, 120; Wood (2014); Woodcock (2010).
27 Briggs (1822), p. 251.
28 Scott (1904), p. 34.
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bread cupboards (f igure 3)

Cupboards (now usually called ‘press cupboards’ by historian and in the antiques
trade) were used to store oatcakes, dry eatables, &c., and also served as ‘the common
depository or strong-room of the house’, frequently having lockable upper doors.29

They were considered to be essential, even in the poorest homes, those who could not
afford to buy one being able to rent them in the Keswick area. Here in 1801 Samuel
Coleridge complained about a miserly entrepreneur who had discovered that they
made a profitable investment:

Old Will Bank has a passion for old antique cupboards and drawers, and, at different sales
of the old farmers of the county, he has bought nineteen. Now how to reconcile this with

10 a social History of oak furniture in cumbria

29 Rose (1832), p. 143.

3 One of the remarkable aspects of Cumbrian bread cupboards is the great variety of
designs used in the construction of their carcases. These example are dated and initialled for

their owners: 1. ?T 1688; 2. ELA 1685; 3. INN 1692; 4. MDG 1699; 5. WL 1634 (Great
House, Troutbeck); 6. MT 1658; 7. IPM 1661 (Causeway Farm, Troutbeck); 8. IDM 1682; 9.

1682 (Birchfield, Firbank). This has doors to both front and back.
The pendants at each end of the top rails were turned to a variety of shapes: 10. Mid Sadgill

Farmhouse, Long Sleddale; 11. 1634, Great House, Troutbeck; 12. Unprovenanced and
undated; 13. 1661, Causeway Farm, Troutbeck; 14. 1672, unprovenanced; 15. 1688,
unprovenanced; 16. 1699, unprovenanced; 17. 1708, Ivy Cottage, Burton; 18. 1735, 

Jackdaw Cottage
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his avarice? Why, he lets them to the poor people at a shilling a year each and they are to
keep them in repair. He gets fifteen to twenty per cent for his money as few cost him more
than three or four shillings.30

These were freestanding portable examples, but many were built into the fabric of the
house, some of these being extracted and provided with new back sections when
removed for sale. The tops of the cupboards are usually roughly boarded, most
cornices on freestanding examples being later additions. ‘Tridarn’ canopies rising as
a third stage are very rare, but one dated 1631 was photographed at Mr and Mrs
Abbot’s cottage in Martindale in the early 1950s. The top or canopy rail of almost
every cupboard overhangs the recessed upper stage, has its front face carved, usually
incorporating both its date and owner’s initials, and terminates in a ball-shaped
pendant, turned columns being comparatively rare. A narrow board linking its bottom
edge to the top rail of the top stage provides a ‘secret’ shelf within, only accessible by
reaching up through the open cupboard doors.

The top stage itself comprises a symmetrical arrangement of a pair of doors separ -
ated by a fixed panel or muntin, only the largest examples having either a pair of
panels, or a cupboard flanked by two panels. Either the stiles or the rails of the door
frames might run the full extent of the cupboard doors, which might swing on iron
pintles let into the surrounding frame, or have butterfly hinges of wrought iron.
Handles take the form of short turned wooden knobs, or of inverted heart-shaped
wrought-iron drops, particularly on the earlier examples. Wooden turnbuckles to
secure the unlocked doors are not uncommon, but these may be later additions. The
degree of carved decoration is variable, sometimes being restricted to the panels, but
also extending to the top rail, posts and muntins which, like the entire frame, would
usually have only a shallow central reed.

The design of the projecting lower stage exhibits a great variety of arrangements.
Some have a single full-height door with a central rail or T-shaped rails. It may be
placed centrally or to one side, or have double doors closing against a stile. Others
incorporate a mid-rail, with two, rarely three cupboards above one or two cupboards,
one with a single central door over an enclosed base suggesting that it may have served
as a meal-ark. In contrast, the lower part might be completely open, sometimes to
provide a pot-board. Since many cupboards were built in as room-dividers, a larger
example might have a pair of full-height cupboard doors at each end, one opening into
the parlour, and the other into the kitchen, as at Birchfield, Firbank.31 This feature is
also found in some North Lancashire cupboards. The incorporation of drawers across
the top of the lower stage is unusual, a few examples being made from the 1660s.

dressers  (f igure 4)

Dressers with a worktop set over an open potboard and surmounted by a narrow-
shelved dishrack are described in a number of Cumbrian literary sources. In 1865 Betty
Yewdale of Borrowdale said that they stood at the far side from the hearth and
displayed rows of brightly-polished pewter plates. These were rarely used, however,
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30 Hudson (1991), p. 115.
31 Cook & Smith (1954), p. 158; RCHM (1936), pl. 34.
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for it was the practice for everyone to help themselves from a frying pan set in the
middle of the table.32 An article in the Carlisle Journal tells of the oak shelves decked
with an old willow-pattern service and a row of plates along the top.33 Similarly Fisher
tells of dressers on the long wall, with Toby jugs on the top shelf, Adam and Eve china
at the bottom, numerous jugs and plates in between and a large stone jar of goose-
grease at the end for rubbing onto the occupants’ chests to guard against winter chills.34

Dressers appear to have superseded the cupboard as the main repository for
tablewares and utensils from the middle of the eighteenth century. They have not been
subject to a detailed study, but a good example in the firehouse of a farm towards the
head of Ullswater is fixed onto the wall opposite the window. It has a plain boarded
potboard and a three-shelved dish-rack supported on three flat baluster-shaped pillars,
and probably dates from the mid-eighteenth century. Dressers of a more formal design

12 a social History of oak furniture in cumbria

32 Yewdale (1865), p. 6.
33 Carlisle Journal, 22 July 1913, p. 4.
34 Fisher (1995), p. 7.

4 A typical Cumbrian dresser, with a plate-rack above an open pot-board, at a farm 
near the head of Ullswater. The plate-rack has baluster-shaped posts cut from thin 

boards and one end bearing the horn-brand initials of a previous occupant
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were being fitted into the cellars and detached kitchens of this period in Whitehaven.
They have a row of drawers just below the worktop and shelved dishracks topped by
an architectural cornice.35

arks,  meal cHests  and garners (f igure 5)

These were large plain chests usually kept in stables, kitchens and first-floor rooms,
James Wakefield of Preston Patrick keeping his ‘meal chest’ in his loft in 1714. Here
they were used to store the family’s supplies of malt, oatmeal and salted meats ready
for use.36 In 1790 Ann Wheeler of Arnside Tower explained how they had ‘baith meal
en maut [malt] ith ark’, others also packing salt meats into oatmeal as it was pounded
down by stockinged feet to keep both in good condition over the winter months.37
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5 On returning from the mill, oatmeal for porridge and oatcake was packed down tightly
into large chests for storage and use over the coming year. The huge ‘great garner’ at Sizergh
Castle (1) dates from before 1569, the large ark at Townend, Troutbeck, (2) from 1666, and
the small ark at a house near Penrith (3) probably from the mid-seventeenth century. The

smallest ark (4), was made in 1875 and comes from Penny Bridge

35 Collier and Pearson (1991), pl. 80.
36 Somervell (1928), p. 50; Gough (1927), p. 14.
37 Wheeler (1790), p. 40.
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Some families also used them to store the oatcakes or ‘havercakes’ they had prepared
in large batches for later use.38 To fulfil their purpose, they were built large and strong,
with broad planks rebated into their posts, oak-pegged mortises enabling them to be
conveniently dismantled for installation and removal, as they would be very difficult
to carry through doorways and up staircases when fully assembled. A good proven -
anced example remains at Townend, Troutbeck, its front being inscribed GBE 1666
for George and Elizabeth Browne, who had it made for this house.

The same name was also given to ‘a smaller meal vessel for the purpose of contain -
ing in a portable way a portion of meal for daily use.’ One made by Christopher
Blezard of Low Smithy and Penny Bridge in 1875, in the collection of Tullie House,
Museum, Carlisle, takes the form of a box with a lidded hand-hole in its sliding lid, a
bow handle enabling it to be easily carried.

The ‘garners’ mentioned in local records served the identical function as arks, one
huge example still at Sizergh Castle being described as ‘the great garnar, an irelome’
housing thirty bushels of meal in 1569.39 A smaller one owned by Robert Newby of
Kendal was valued at 6s. in 1708.40

cHests,  boxes and desks  (f igure 6)

Often listed as ‘joyner chests’ in local inventories, to differentiate them from plank-
built arks, these were also known as kists in the north. John Gough described their
use for the storage of the family’s clothes.41 They were also used for bedlinen, table
linen and valuables including books and cash for those with ‘a gae bit i’ t’ kist for a

14 a social History of oak furniture in cumbria

6 Other storage furniture included chests, boxes and desks: 1. IWA 1669, has ‘serpents’
carved in the corners of its end panels; 2. table desk ?A 1675; 3. box IA 1635; 

4. standing desk WI 1686

38 Gough (1927), p. 15; Nicholson (1914), p. 53.
39 Raine (1853), p. 220.
40 Somervell (1928), p. 36.
41 Gough (1827), p. 14; Briggs (1822), p. 89.
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raeny dae.’. Some families also kept their ‘kist-full of oatcake’ to feed them for weeks
or months ahead.42

Most Cumbrian chests have three or four-panelled fronts, with an equal number of
panels on their lids. An unusual feature of many is the use of a muntin to divide the
ends into two tall panels. Most of the outer surfaces of the frames have central reeds,
except where carved, the decoration including the initials and date along the top front
rail, and sometimes diamond or ‘X’ designs on the front panels.

Where drawers are fitted below mule-chests, they are hung on front-to-back runners
fixed to the end frames and central pendants, an arrangement also found on North
Lancashire examples.

Unfortunately, there appears to be no useful description of the use of the lockable
‘Bible’ boxes made in Cumbria. Some have flat tops, some sloping tops, all made of
thin boards nailed together. The initials, date and ‘X’ motif are carved on the front
board, some also having further Xs on the side boards.

Standing desks are particularly rare. One unprovenanced example carved ‘WI 1686’
has its two cupboard doors surmounted with a row of four shallow drawers and a
carved frieze, then two sloping iron-hinged lids and finally four bays of baluster-turned
fruitwood spindles.43

tables  (f igure 7)

As John Gough described in 1812:

The variety of these tables required in modern housekeeping was formerly unknown; a board
stood in the common hall, which was from four to seven yards long; it rested on four or six
posts; these were fixed into the parallel frames, one of which united the upper and the other
the lower ends [of the posts].44

Their usual location was parallel to the window in the firehouse, leaving sufficient
space for a form or ‘skemmel’ between them. This arrangement is confirmed in houses
such as Glencoyne in Patterdale, where the wall beneath the windows is boarded to
serve as a back-rest. At Townend, Troutbeck, the original table and forms are still in
this position in the firehouse, their mouldings being identical to those of the adjacent
oak panelling. In 1731 they were listed as ‘One Long Table, two Buffet Forms before
it’. Some local inventories mention ‘a table and frame in the firehouse’, as at Buck -
barrow Farm, Netherwasdale, or ‘a table frame’ as at Penny Hill Farm, Eskdale.45 This
suggests that some of the tables had unfixed tops, a positive advantage when moving
their weighty bulk at times of change, such as sales or the death of the head of the
family when inventories were taken.

The table tops were usually cut as a single plank of oak and can achieve truly
massive proportions. One at Yanwath Hall near Penrith measures 24 ft long, while

peter brears 15

42 Nicholson (1914), p. 53.
43 Sotheby’s , 22 July 2004, lot 158.
44 Gough (1927), p. 15.
45 Denyer (1991), pp. 42, 44.
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that at Heversham Hall is 13 ft 8 ins by 2 ft 9 ins by 5 ins in thickness. Some, if not all,
were clearly intended for practical everyday use as both dining tables and worktops
that could be scrubbed down. Their finely polished surfaces were probably introduced
when they no longer had to feed large households of family and workers and began to
be appreciated as antiques.

Their legs are turned in two main designs. Those probably made up to the 1660s, if
dated by associated furniture or the refurbishments of their respective houses, having
cylindrical balusters with a broad band around their middles. Later examples, again
tentatively dated by association and style, adopt the form of Classical balusters. Initials
are unusual on table frames, but sometimes occur, as on those at Sellet Hall (and the
Broughton Hall table now at Yanwath Hall). Carved top rails are similarly rare, the
Nether Levens table having a frieze of lunettes, while most others have a single broad
reed, and a shaped bracket at their junction with the legs.

16 a social History of oak furniture in cumbria

7 The early to mid-seventeenth-century tables of Cumbria, as dated from the major
refurbishment of their respective houses, are remarkably uniform in design, later 

examples usually adopting a Classical baluster shape. 1. Causeway Farm, 
Troutbeck, c. 1661?; 2. Hincaster Hall, c. 1660; 3. Nether Levens; 4. Sellet Hall; 

5. Skellmergh Hall, c. 1629; 6. Town End, Troutbeck; 7. Dalemain; 8. Levens Hall; 
9. Sizergh Castle; 10. Unprovenanced; 11. Heversham Hall, late 17th century?; 

12. Orrest Head, Windermere, c.1707?
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seat furniture (f igure 8)

Seat furniture came in a variety of shapes, each designed for its particular purpose.
The sconce or fixed bench at the fireside has already been described, its woolly sheep -
skin or cushion making it a warm and comfortable place to sit when not working. It
also made a convenient platform to stand on when attending the salt beef, mutton,
ham and bacon joints as they hung to dry in the open chimney. A character in one
Hall Caine novel of 1885 ‘cleared the sconce, and took down the flitches that hung
from the rannel-tree’.46 The ‘long-settle’ opposite fulfilled the same function, also
housing the family’s supplies of thread, buttons and cloth if it incorporated a chest
beneath its seat, so that clothes might be made and mended by the fireshine. The
family’s Bible or New Testament might also be kept on its seat.

peter brears 17

8 Traditional oak seat furniture from Cumbria including: 1. a sconce at Glencoyne Farm,
Patterdale; 2. a skemmel drawn by John Harden of Brathay at Elterwater, 1806; 

3. the hollow chair of Humphrey and Eleanor Senhouse, Netherhall, c. 1696; 
4–6. a typical ‘joyner-chair’ with alternative forms of back panel; 7. ‘serpent’ on a 

chair A.T. 1667 at Levens Hall; 8. ‘serpent’ on a chair MB [16]93 at St Lawrence, Appleby; 
9. ‘serpent’ on a chair DB 1742 at Townend, Troutbeck; 10. roundel on a chair GF 1623 

from Ings, Westmorland; 11. Roundel on a chair SG 1705 unprovenanced.
Examples of turned front legs: 12. 1623, Ings, Westmorland; 13. Unprovenanced; 

14. 1662, St Bartholomew, Barbon; 15. Unprovenanced, 1685; 16. 1742 Townend, Troutbeck

46 Caine (1885), p. 44.
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For dining, the long tables had ‘2 forms or benches, upon which the family and their
guests were seated at meal times’.47 They were known locally as skemmels, this word
originating from the Old Norse skemill or Danish skammel, meaning a footstool,
reflecting the Viking settlement of Cumbria in the late ninth century. Since ‘skemmel -
legged’ was the local dialect term for knock-kneed, it appears that they were made of
planks into which legs were inserted at an angle.48

There was no tradition of providing individual chairs for general seating until
perhaps the mid-nineteenth century, single armchairs being the preserve of the master
of the house, or similarly important persons, to act as status symbols. Examples of the
‘old hollow armchairs made of the trunks of hollow trees in which the carpenter
completed what time had begun’ still survive here.49 One made from an elm tree is
branded HSE on the back for Humphrey and Eleanor Senhouse of Netherhall,
Cumbria, who married in 1696.50

The dated ‘joyner’ chairs in Cumbria, made from c. 1617 to c. 1742, exhibit a range
of distinguishing features, especially in their top or crest rails. Most of these have a
relatively rectangular profile, with a shallow scroll over the central date and initials
panel. And most have the unique device of a fat ‘serpent’ or ‘snail’ with a spiralling
tail at each end, others having a roundel enclosing a true lovers’ knot or a rosette. The
back posts may have a central reed moulding, a guilloche design, a running vine, or
be left plain. Some also had shaped ears or lugs applied to their outer edges. Most had
a single back panel, those with either a single cross-rail or a T-shaped internal frame
being less common. The arms vary from being quite thick, approaching a square
section, down to about an inch (2.5 cm) wide, and are mortised onto the upper parts
of the turned front legs. Some of the balusters take an inverted form, with the widest
parts uppermost, some the usual baluster shape and some are bobbin-turned with a
number of repetitive elements. The seats are all boarded and mounted on reeded seat-
rails, the stretchers being either reeded or plain.

decorative carving (f igures  9–14)

Unlike neighbouring regions such as County Durham, where relatively few distinctive
designs seem to have been used,51 Cumbria has an extremely rich and varied vocab -
ulary of patterns. They probably approach a hundred or more for its rails, posts and
panels, and also feature a strongly regional form of lettering and numbering. At present
it is not possible to trace the localities in which they were made, or develop their
chronological progression, for they still require further detailed survey and study.
However, sufficient evidence exists to show that the ‘X’ motif started in a very simple
way, as on the 1614 pulpit at Dent, before developing into highly intricate forms by
the 1630s. This is far more likely to have been an organic, locally generated progres -
sion, rather than being influenced by the designs of either Anglo-Saxon manuscripts,
to which the carvers would never have had access, or the interlace of pre-Conquest

18 a social History of oak furniture in cumbria

47 Gough (1827), p. 15.
48 Caine (1885), p. 72.
49 Gough (1827), p. 15
50 Gilbert (1991), p. 2.
51 Gall and Brears (2014).
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crosses, which is of a quite different character. Similarly, the appearance of dragon-
like creatures or ‘serpents’ may be attributed to the writhing examples carved on Dean
Salkeld’s 1540s chancel screen at Carlisle Cathedral, or the slightly later ones over the
hall screen at Sizergh Castle. Running designs again appear to have started as simple
guilloche or arcaded patterns around the second decade of the seventeenth century,
before rapidly becoming far more competent and complex with all manner of repeating
lunette, S-scroll, serpentine and interlace motifs.

The large number of surviving pieces of traditional Cumbrian oak furniture, their
present widespread distribution throughout the whole country, and their vast array
of carved decoration, make them particularly difficult to record. This paper has only
gathered together information regarding our current state of knowledge, but hopefully
it will serve as a basis for further much-needed research into one of the most distinctive,
exceptional and creative groups of British regional furniture.

peter brears 19

9 These details of
the pews and
pulpit at 
St Andrew’s
Church, Dent,
show the relatively
simple state of
carving styles in
1614–19
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20 a social History of oak furniture in cumbria

10–12 Although far from complete, this chronological series of borders, each taken from a
dated example, demonstrates the rich vocabulary of patterns used by the carvers of

Cumbrian oak furniture
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11 Borders on Cumbrian oak furniture, continued
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12 Borders on Cumbrian oak furniture, continued
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13 From around 1614 to the 1740s Cumbrian carvers made extensive use of interlaced ‘X’
motifs on their panels, as seen in these examples: 1 and 2. a chest of 1700; 3. a chest of 1696;
4. a chair of 1742 at Townend, Troutbeck. The recessed backgrounds were usually stamped

all over with a multi-pointed rectangular punch, but, as in 1 and 2, other punches were 
used on the raised surfaces
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14 The most skilled carvers were able to incorporate considerable fluidity and complexity
into their ‘X’ designs, as demonstrated by this box of 1635. Virtually identical panels on

cradles of 1670 at Townend, Troutbeck, and of 1697 at the Castle Museum, York, 
sixty-two years later, suggest that they were made by the same workshop, rather 

than by the same individual
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appendix 

List of Furniture in Troutbeck in 1904, from S. H. Scott, A Westmorland Village.

location                      item                       date      initials   name

Low House                   cupboard              1634
Low House                   bed & tester         1654      CB           … Birkett
Low House                   desk                      1654      CB
Low House                   chest                      1694
Low Fold                      cupboard              1674      CB           Christopher Birkett
High Fold                                                    1685      SB            Stephen Birkett
High Fold                                                    1689      SB            Stephen Birkett
High Fold                                                    1720      JEA         Jonathan & Agnes Elleray
High Fold                                                    1692      GBM      George & Marion Birkett
Great House                 cupboard                            (L?)         Longmire
Drummelhure Head                                                 WB          … Birkett
Mortal Man Inn          cupboard                            IC            Isaac Cookson
The Nook                     cupboard              1723      TB           … Borwick
Queen’s Head              wall cupboard     1720      ICA         John Cookson
Parson Grisedale’s       cupboard              1705      JG?          John Grisedale
Parson Grisedale’s       locker                    1705      JG?          John Grisedale
Longmire                      wall cupboard     1689      IL 
                                      chest                      1682      EL
Wood Fam, or              cupboard              1685      WMB      … Birkett
Low Wood                    chair                      1685                       … Birkett
                                      press                      1685                       … Birkett
[Brow Head                  cupboard              1692      TMB       Thomas & Margaret Braithwaite]
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